NATIONAL LITERATURES
Includes in one alphabet authors' names, literary sub-
jects, titles of literary woiks, fanioub passages, first
lines, pseudonyms, fictitious chaiacteis, etc Concise
articles with a ft,w bibliographical notes Useful for its
indications of vvheie poems, pliya, etc, not published
separately, can bo found
Allibone, Samuel Austin Critical dic-
tionaiy of English hteiature and British
and Ameucan authors, living and de-
ceased, from the eaihcst accounts to the
latter half of the nineteenth century
Containing over 46,000 ai tides (authors),
with forty indexes of subjects Phila,
Lippmcott, 1858-91 5v. 26cm $32 50
928.2
v 1-3, A-Z, v 4-5, suppl  by J   F   Kirk, A-Z
A standard woik very useful in spite of the fact that
it is not entirely accurate and so must often be checked,
foi important points, by refeience to some other
authority Bafaed in part upon Watt's Bibhotheca
Bntannica and reflects Watt's inaccuracies Arranged
alphabetically by authors, giving for each brief bio-
graphical sketch, list of works with dates, and refer-
ences to critical comments or reviews
Cambridge history of American litera-
ture, ed. by William Petei field Trent,
John Erskme, Stuart P Sherman, Carl
Van Doren. N Y , Putnam, 1917-21 4v
25cm (Macimllan $4 per vol )	8109
v 1, Colonial and Revolutioaaiy literature eaily
national literature, pt 1, v 2, Early national literature,
pt2, Later national kteiature, ptl, v 3-4, Later na-
tional literature, pt 2-3
The most important history of American literature,
necebsary m all types of general libraries Covers the
early period with unusual thoroughness, treats the ordi-
nary literary foims and subjects, standard writers, etc ,
with great detail, and includes adequate treatment of
many subjects not covered in the ordinary literary his-
tories, e g , the accounts of the early travelers, ex-
plorers and observers, colonial newspapers, literary an-
nuals and gift books, latei magazines and newspapers,
children's literature, oral hteiature, the English lan-
guage in America, non-English writings, *«, German,
French, Yiddish, aboriginal Each chapter is by a
specialist and the bibliographies, arranged by chapters
at the ends of volumes 1, 2 and 4, are very full and
important, in all, the bibliography covers more than
500 pages Author, title, and subject index in v 1, v 2,
v4 (includes 3-4) The bibliographies are indexed in
Northup's Register
Available in two different editions (1) the complete
ed , originally published by Putnam (now Macmillan,
$16), and (2) an inexpensive reprint, complete as to
text but lacking the bibliographies (Macmillan, 3v,
$4) This reprint naturally lacks the reference value of
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the complete ed with the bibliographies, but is useful
m the small library not able to afford the full ed , or
in the larger library as an e^tra set for circulation
Cambridge history o£ English literature,
ed by A W. Ward and A R Waller.
Camb univ pr, 1907-27. 15v. 25cm. 25s.
per vol.	820,9
v 1, Beginnings to Cycles of romance, v 2, End of the
middle ages, v 3, Renascence and Reformation, v 4,
From Sir Thomas North to Michael Drayton, v 5-6,
Drama to 1642, v 7, Cavalier and Puritan, v 8, Age of
Dryden, v9, Steele and Addison to Pope and Swift,
v 10, Rise of the novel, Johnson and his circle, vll,
Period of the French Revolution, v 12-14, The 19th
century, v 15, General index to v 1-14
The most important general history of the literature,
each chapter is by a specialist on that part of the sub-
ject, and there are extended and very useful bibli-
ographies The bibliographies are indexed in Northup's
Register
Available m different eds which show some variation
in text and content The English ed (Cambridge univ
pr, 25s per vol ) has made corrections m text from
time to time and has issued Errata sheets "which con-
tain further corrections and also additions to the bibli-
ogiaphies, the American ed (originally Putnam, now
Macmillan, $4 per vol ) differs in paging and lacks the
corrections in text and the Errata lists of the English
ed, except that some of these errata, but not the
additions to the bibliographies, have been listed in the
new index volume published m 1933 Inexpensive re-
prints of both the English and the American editions
(Cambridge, set 63s , Macmillan, set $20) are reprints
of the full text and index but omit the bibliographies,
thus losing much of then- value for reference purposes
These reprints are, however, useful in the small library
unable to afford either of the complete eds , and even
in the large library as an extra set for circulation
Chambers's cyclopaedia of English litera-
ture. Rev. ed, ed by David Patrick and
J L Geddie Lond, Chambers, Phila,
Lippmcott, 1901 3v il 27cm 60s ,$20
820.9
1st ed,  1844,  2v
A chronological, not an alphabetical, encyclopedia,
containing a large number of articles on individual
writers, and some articles on literary forms, periods,
and subjects, for each writer treated gives biography,
comment on his writings, some specimens of his -works,
a bibliography, and in many cases a portrait Signed
articles, general alphabetical index of authors and titles
m v3
The 1922 issue contains 6 additional pages at the
end of v3, adding 143 new names, and shows some
revision throughout, principally m the way of addi-

